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ABSTRACT

Semivolatile aerosols exist as vapor and particles at the same time in room temperature and each phase has different

intake and uptake mechanisms. This characteristic requires substantial consideration during exposure assessment of

semivolatile aerosol. Some sampling methods for solid particles pose high possibility of evaporative loss during

sampling. Therefore, when establishing sampling strategy for them, the factors affecting the phase distribution of

semivolatile aerosol should be counted including semivolatile aerosol of interest and sampling methods used.

Evaluation for phase distributions of semivolatile aerosols is also recommended. Metalworking fluids, pesticides,

asphalt fumes, diesel exhaust, and environmental tobacco smoke are common health-related semivolatile aerosols

in workplaces.
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I. Introduction

Semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) are

substances which have a relatively low vapor

pressure, often ranging between 10−4 and 10−11

atm.1) In the environmental health science field,

chemicals consisting of semivolatile aerosol are

collectively called SVOCs. Thus, at room temperature

they do not evaporate readily, unlike volatile

organic compounds (VOCs). Examples of common

semivolatile aerosols include metalworking fluids

(MWFs) mist, pesticides, dioxins, diesel exhaust,

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), asphalt

fumes, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and

environmental tobacco smoke (ETS).2-9) 

Due to their low volatility, some semivolatile

aerosols have been recommended to be evaluated

using particle sampling devices. Depending on the

principles of particle collection, however, some

sampling devices carry great potential of evaporative

loss during sampling. 

Due to multi-phase characteristics, more systemic

approaches are required to evaluate semivolatile

aerosol exposures including evaporative losses during

sampling. Industrial hygienists should not only be

aware of the factors affecting the equilibrium of

SVOCs between the vapor and particle phases, but

also be cognizant of the strengths and limitations

of airborne SVOC concentration measuring

techniques and their phase distributions. 

This article summarizes the results of extensive

literature review on aerosol and vapor sampling

methods and health-related semivolatile aerosols

commonly recognized in workplaces for referencing

in semivolatile aerosol sampling. 

II. Semivolatile Aerosol Sampling 
Methods

Several different sampling device technologies

are available to evaluate semivolatile aerosols

concentrations. Devices sampling only one phase

are not always appropriate for measuring

semivolatile aerosols due to the characteristics of

SVOCs described previously. Depending on the

principles of the sampling mechanism, some
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methods are more prone to evaporative losses than

others. For particle sampling, the cutsize of sampling

devices is highly important. Cutsize, also referred

to as cutpoint or cutoff size, is the hypothetical

aerodynamic particle diameter for which all

particles greater than this diameter are collected

and all particles less than this diameter are not

collected and pass through in a particulate

sampling device.10) The real cutsize differs from

hypothetical diameter partly because particles are

never perfect spheres and generally have different

densities. As such, there is always an imperfect

efficiency curve rather than the idealistic and

physically impossible step function. Another

important factor to be considered is portability of

sampling instruments, which is critical in the

industrial hygiene field where personal exposure

assessment are more meaningful.

Table 1 presents the summary of available

sampling methods for each phase of semivolatile

aerosols, their advantages and limitations, and

example studies adopted each method.

1. Particle Phase Measurement Methods

1) Filtration 

Filters are designed to have large effective

surface areas and can remove particles when air

passes through them. The mechanisms of filtration

are impaction, interception, diffusion, electrical

attraction, and sedimentation.17) The collection

efficiency of a given filter media varies with the

face velocity and particle size. Accurate assessment

of semivolatile aerosols using filtration methods

only is not possible due to the large evaporative

losses associated with filters, their large effective

surface areas, and particles in an airstream.

Currently standard methods for measuring some

SVOC concentrations depend primarily on sampling

using a variety of different filter media. Table 2

shows the United States National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (US NIOSH)

sampling methods for some mixed SVOCs.19)

Sampling methods using filter media only (5026,

5524, 5042, 0600, and 5005) can collect some of

the SVOCs present, but they each demonstrate

significant evaporative losses for the particles

captured on filter media. In other words, for the

amount of SVOC particles captured and available

for subsequent analysis, the amount lost is

significant. In the case of metalworking fluid mist,

Volckens et al.
11) showed that concentrations

determined that sampling with filters resulted in

Table 1. Summary of semivolatile aerosol sampling methods

Sampling method Example Advantages Limitations

Particle phase

Filtration MWFs by Volckens et al.11) Low sampling cost and simple 

setup

Evaporative loss during sampling

Electrostatic 

precipitators

MWFs by Leith et al.12) Less evaporative loss and low 

cutsize

Extra weight for power supply 

and possibility of chemical 

artifacts

Impactors MWFs by Woskie et al.6) Information on size distributions Evaporative loss during sampling

Virtual impactors MWFs by Kim and 

Raynor13)
No evaporative loss and 

information on phase distributions

Not tested for personal sampling

Vapor phase

Sorbent tubes MWFs by Kim and 

Raynor13)
No evaporative loss Low collection rate and 

difficulties in analysis

Diffusive samplers MWFs by Simpson and 

Wright14)
Minimal burden for sampler 

wearers

Recommended for high 

concentrations

Diffusion denuders Toluene diisocyanate by 

Nordqvist15)
Low detection limit and 

information on phase distributions

Commercially not available

Cold traps Volatile aerosol by 

Soderholm16)

Applicable for vapor and 

aerosols

Tested only in laboratory settings
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underestimating the true value of the concentrations

by 75-80%. In the case of ETS respirable particulate

fraction sampling using US NIOSH method 0600,

the possibility of evaporative loss is highly dependent

on the sampling situation. For example, samples

taken near smokers experience more evaporation

than samples taken far from smokers. This makes

intuitive sense since volatile materials are known

to evaporate from particles within short time

periods (seconds to minutes) after ETS is emitted

into the air.20) Other US NIOSH methods specify

the use of different sampling technology other than

filtration method. For nicotine, organophosphorus

pesticides, organonitrogen pesticides, and chlorinated

organonitrogen pesticides, the methods listed in

Table 2 use only sorbent tubes. As they specify the

use of sorbent tubes downstream of the filters and

thus do not have the typical problems of

underestimation due to evaporation. While this is

beneficial in accurately determining the total

airborne concentrations of SVOCs, this method

cannot differentiate among the expected different

SVOC phases. 

Adding to the challenge of accurately measuring,

interaction between SVOC and filter media is

another influencing factor. Specifically, there is a

great probability that the vapor molecules of

interest can be adsorbed on the filter media or

adsorbed on the accumulated particulate and

organic matter residing on the surface of the filter

media.21) This artifact results in an misleading

increase in the particle phase loading of the

SVOCs in question.

2) Electrostatic precipitators (ESPs)

As an alternative method of sampling, ESPs

have long been used to electrically charge particles

and collect them for later measurement by attracting

and sticking them to the surface with opposite

polarity. ESPs have the ability to collect very

small particles down to the nanometer range.22)

Tolman et al.23) was able to collect smoke particles

by employing electrostatic precipitation in 1910’s.

Today, ESPs are used to collect samples of general

aerosols, bioaerosols, and radioactive aerosols.24-27)

More commonly, ESPs are now used to collect

samples for analysis by microscopy.28) Leith et al.12)

developed a portable ESP for personal sampling

and compared measured oil mist concentrations

from the ESP versus filters. They found that an

ESP had several times less loss of sampled mass

during an air flow test than filters did. However,

the evaporative loss problem remained. Another

concern regarding ESP accuracy is that semivolatile

Table 2. US NIOSH sampling methods for mixed semivolatile organic compounds

Semivolatile organic compounds US NIOSH sampling method Possibility of evaporative loss

MWFs
# 5026

# 5524

O

O

Asphalt fume # 5042 O

ETSa

Respirable particulate fraction # 0600 ∆

Nicotine # 2544

# 2551

×

×

Pesticides

Organophosphorus # 5600 ×

Organonitrogen # 5601 ×

Chlorinated Organonitrogen # 5602 ×

Aldrin # 5502 ∆

Thiram # 5005 ∆

Temephos PV 2056b
∆

O: significant, ∆: possible, ×: not likely
aEnvironmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) itself is not a substance regulated by US Occupational Safety and Health

Administration (OSHA).
bUS OSHA method18).
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aerosols collected on ESPs are susceptible to

reactions and degradation due to ozone generated

by corona.29-31) By nature of the ESP design, these

instruments unfortunately generate amounts of ozone

that can affect the accuracy of the measurement

results. Further, these high-power, high-voltage

instruments are relatively heavy and bulky raising

ergonomic concerns for the workers that wear these

personal sampling devices. Worker safety (shock/

electrocution) and fire hazard concerns due to the

high voltage can place limits on the use of ESPs in

some work environments. ESPs can be ignition

sources. As such, industrial hygienists should never

have workers wear portable ESPs in explosive

environments no matter how ergonomically-

improved the instrument may be. 

3) Impactors 

Inertial impactors are common instruments and

have been used extensively for collecting airborne

particles. They are relatively inexpensive and are

often portable. Inertial impactors entered the

scientific community in the 1860’s.32) Currently,

impactors usually have multiple stages, each

containing a particle collection plate. The impactor is

essentially a series of chambers designed to create

different aerodynamic microenvironments for the

purpose of using these different microenvironments

along with particle inertia (different masses and

accelerations) and sorting out and collection particles

on the chambers’ collection plates. The characteristics

of impactors and the fluid flow in them have been

thoroughly studied.33-36) Unfortunately, evaporative

losses also occur with impactors because of the air

flow through the chambers and the heightened

aerosol speeds within each chamber. Increased air

speeds around the collection plates exacerbate the

evaporation problems previously mentioned.37)

4) Virtual impactors

A virtual impactor does not have collection

plates. Instead, the instrument employs a collection

probe beneath an impactor jet. In the jet large

particles are focused to the center of the minor

flow passing to the collection probe and are

depleted in the main flow. Virtual impactors

separate particles from air instantly and keep them

airborne. Most virtual impactors currently available

are large and require such a high airflow rate, 1.7

m3/hr (1 cfm) or higher, that they can not be used

for personal sampling. They have large internal

losses of particles with diameters near the cutoff

size. The major advantage of virtual impactors is

that they are capable of minimizing errors

associated with particle bounce (or re-entrainment)

and can concentrate airborne particles for subsequent

analysis. One limitation to be aware of is that

virtual impactors have significant wall losses for

liquid particles near the cutpoint.22) 

Since the introduction of the round-nozzle

virtual impactor in the 1960’s, virtual impactor

designs have evolved through experimental efforts

and theoretical studies.38-43) Studies of uncon-

ventional new designs ensued. For example, slit

nozzle virtual impactors were studied by Ravenhall

et al.44) and Forney et al.
45) and further developed

by other interested scholars such as Sioutas et al.46)

and Ding and Koutrakis47). With a unique alternative

design, Masuda and Nakasita48) investigated a

rectangular nozzle jet virtual impactor. Chein and

Lundgren49) and Li and Lundgren50) evaluated

virtual impactor configurations having a clean air

core in the middle of the jet stream to achieve

cleaner separation characteristics. Noone et al.51)

developed a counterflow virtual impactor as an

aircraft-mounted sampling device to collect cloud

droplets. In a later development, Boulter et al.
52)

modified this to be operated without depending on

an outside air current.

5) Other particle measurement methods

New categories of instruments were also developed

as additional tools to sample particles. Devices

such as impingers, cyclone samplers, aerosol

centrifuges, elutriators, and thermal precipitators

were developed and are available for particle

sampling.22) Of these, the cyclone sampler, aerosol

centrifuge, elutriator, and thermal precipitator

designs are also subject to evaporative losses

which contribute to measurement error. For personal

exposure assessment, impingers and aerosol

centrifuges are generally not suitable due to their

portability. As a result of above reasons, these

devises seldom have been used for semivolatile

aerosol sampling except cyclones. In most cases,

cyclones have been used as a preseparator to
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obtain a more specific size fraction of particles

such as the thoracic and respirable fraction.53-55) 

Direct-reading instruments are also available for

analyzing airborne particles. However, they currently

are of limited use in research since they can only

count particles and/or size particles. Since they

neither actively analyze nor capture particles for

subsequent analysis, in order to determine the

composition of the particles, separate methods are

required to completely characterize the aerosols of

interest. 

2. Vapor Phase Measurement Methods

1) Sorbent tubes

Activated carbon is an excellent sorbent for

most organic vapors.56) Inside the tube, the air is

forced through and the vapor molecules diffuse

and are adsorbed onto the carbon. Activated

carbon tubes (ACTs) are recommended by US

NIOSH for the sampling of airborne vapors with

volatile hydrocarbons. However, sorbent tubes can

sample particles both on the filter plugs inside the

tube as well as on the sorbent media. Cohen et

al.
57) found that the air concentrations of xylene

sampled by ACTs were higher than those

determined by 3M diffusion monitors at paint

spray operations. This finding was attributed to

the ACTs capturing not only vapor molecules but

also particles. 

2) Diffusive samplers

Diffusive samplers take samples of vapor from

air by diffusion or permeation through a membrane

without the active movement of air. Ambient air

velocity and orientation can affect the performance

of a diffusive sampler.56) Most diffusive samplers

require minimum face velocities in order to take

representative samples. Further, certain applications

are contra-indicators of good use. For example, in

paint spray applications where vapor and particles

coexist, airborne droplets containing solvent can

damage the membrane of diffusive samplers causing

an increase in the sampling rate for the solvent

vapor. This can result in significant overestimation

of the vapor concentration.57) Recently, Simpson

and Wright14) measured mixed C7-C16 hydrocarbon

vapors using diffusive samplers and found that as

molecular weight increased, the diffusive uptake

rate decreased and the standard uncertainty increased.

It was found that a small amount of SVOCs were

adsorbed on the internal metal surface of the

thermal desorption tube samplers. The authors of

this study ultimately recommended not using

diffusive samplers when the mist concentration is

known to be lower than 3 mg/m3.

3) Diffusion denuders

A diffusion denuder is a tube or set of tubes

through which the atmospheric sample is passed.

The inside of the tube is coated with a material

which collects the components of interest. Because

the diffusion coefficients of particles and vapor-

phase molecules differ enormously by 103-106, the

particles tend to pass through the tube while the

vapor phase components tend to diffuse to the

wall and accumulate.58) The design of denuders

has been changed from glass or metallic hollow

tubes into various configurations such as annular

tubes, honeycomb matrix, compact coil, a gas

chromatographic column bundle, and a compact

porous-metal.59-63) The selectivity of coating materials

can be a strength or a weakness depending on the

application. In mixed SVOCs sampling, this

selectivity can bias the measured concentrations

because some components of SVOCs may not be

captured by a coating. Turpin et al.64) developed a

diffusion separator that uses clean airflow instead

of a coating. However, this device is sensitive to

the air temperature and not appropriate for

contaminants which normally have low airborne

concentrations.

4) Other methods

Cold traps convert gaseous contaminants into

liquid or solid forms and have been commonly

used for chemical identification purposes.56) When

vapor passes though a cooling system, it can then

be separated from air stream by condensation.

Soderholm16) adopted this method to sample

semivolatile aerosols as well as vapor. Sampling

bags can also be employed for integrated air

sampling.56) Personal sampling is also possible

with this method. However, particles might deposit

on the surface of bags depending on the size of the

particle and the sampling time. Direct-reading

instruments are also available for evaluating vapor
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concentration. However, in many cases the

compounds in the vapor must be known first to

use this method. Note also that not all instruments

are designed to be compatible in an explosive

environment. 

III. Common Semivolatile Aerosols

1. Oil mist

MWF mists pose a potential hazard to more than

1.2 million workers in the United States.19)

Epidemiological studies have linked MWF mist

exposure to cancer,65) respiratory ailments,66,67) and

dermatitis.68,69) Volckens et al.11) reported that the

evaporative loss of soluble MWFs during sampling

with filters ranged up to 75-80% of the true

concentrations. The mass median aerodynamic

diameters (MMADs) and geometric standard

deviations (GSDs) for straight oil mists were

measured as 3.8-7.7 µm and 2.4-3.4, respectively.

For soluble oil mists, they measured 4.2-8.2 µm

and 2.2-3.7.70) In another study focused on

automotive plants, the overall oil mist mean

MMAD and GSD was determined to be 4.9 µm

and 2.5, respectively.53) In the study of Kim and

Raynor,13) the percentages of vapor phase for two

different MWFs aerosol were 50.1% and 38.9%,

respectively. Some components of MWFs other

than base oil, such as alkanolamine, are also

volatile or semivolatile.71)

2. Pesticides and dioxins

Pesticides and herbicides are substances or

mixtures of substances used to control pests,

weeds and microbes. Workers and bystanders can

be exposed to pesticides during production and

distribution of pesticides as well as their appli-

cation.72) The World Health Organization (WHO)

estimated that 3 million workers in agriculture in

the developing world experience severe poisoning

from pesticides each year, about 18,000 of whom

die.73) The health effects of pesticide exposure

range from headaches to cancer, depending on the

type of pesticide and amount of exposure.

International Agency for Research on Cancer

(IARC)74) listed more than 20 pesticides as

probable or possible human carcinogens. Some

pesticides include known cancer causing compounds,

such as dioxins, as by-products.75)

Many semivolatile pesticides can be sampled

with OSHA Versatile Sampler (OVS) tubes, although

the analyzing methods for each pesticide group or

individual pesticide are different.18,76,77) Most

organophosphorus pesticides and organonitrogen

pesticides sampling can be covered by this sampling

media. The structure of OVS tube allows for

simultaneous collection of aerosol and vapors.

However, that does not mean the phase information

of pesticides can be obtained using this method.

By adding sorbent material after filter, OVS tubes

are not subjective to evaporative loss during

sampling. While OSHA requires using glass fiber

filter for pre-filtration, NIOSH requires quartz

filter. Several pesticides (e.a. aldrin, demeton,

temephos, thiram) have recommended methods

other than OVS tubes. NIOSH recommends the

combination of glass fiber filter and bubbler

containing isooctane and the combination of MCE

filter and XAD-2 tube for aldrin and demeton

sampling, respectively.78,79) The NIOSH method

for thiram recommends a PTFE filter and the

OSHA method refers to the same NIOSH method

for sampling. Even though thiram is a white solid

in room temperature, EPA has reported its vapor

pressure as 2.2×10−8 atm at 25°C and ACGIH

gives an ‘IFV’ notation for this substance, which

stands for inhalable fraction and vapor.80,81) The

OSHA method for temephos requires using a glass

fiber filter. Except for the methods for demeton, all

other methods have the possibility of evaporative

loss of captured substance during sampling. 

Dioxins, as a group, are structurally and

chemically related polychlorinated dibenzo para

dioxins (PCDDs) and polychlorinated dibenzofurans

(PCDFs) including dioxin, 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo

para dioxin (TCDD). Dangerous PCDDs are formed

as inadvertent by-products during the production

of some herbicides. PCDDs and PCDFs may also

be produced in incinerators, thermal metal

processing, and paper pulp bleaching with free

chlorine.75) Short-term exposure to dioxins can

cause skin lesions and altered liver function.

Long-term exposure is linked to several types of

cancer and impairment of the human immune

system, the developing nervous system, the

endocrine system, and the reproductive functions.
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TCDD was classified by IARC as a known human

carcinogen.82)

3. Diesel exhaust, asphalt fume, and PAHs

Diesel exhaust is a mixture of particles and

gases emitted by internal combustion engines

using diesel as fuel. This exhaust is concerning

since it contains more than several hundred

different organic and inorganic compounds including

PAHs.83,84) WHO85) reported elevated levels of

lung cancer for railroad workers and truck drivers,

occupations typically associated with higher than

normal levels of exposure to diesel exhaust. Acute

and chronic respiratory diseases including bronchitis

and asthma have been reported to be related to

diesel emission exposure.84) 

Asphalt is ubiquitous in the environment. It is a

dark, high-boiling point material derived from

petroleum refining. Approximately 99% of asphalt

use is in paving and roofing. Paving contractors

employ approximately 300,000 workers in the

United States.86) About 50,000 roofers are exposed

to asphalt fumes in the US Workers exposed to

asphalt fumes often suffer from eye, nose, and

throat irritation.86) Kitto et al.
87) reported the phase

distribution of gaseous asphalt and particulate

asphalt in various conditions and their size

distributions. Hazardous components of asphalt

include polycyclic aromatic compounds (PACs)

and PAHs. Asphalt fume is one of the semivolatile

aerosols have been studied widely.9,88)

PAHs are organic compounds that consist of

multiple fused aromatic rings. Benzo[a]pyrene is

well known for its carcinogenicity and belongs to

this group. PAHs are produced from smoking and

fuel burning and humans are exposed to them by

inhalation.89) Mutagenic and carcinogenic effects,

bone marrow toxicity, reproductive toxicity, and

immunosuppressive effects have been reported as

the potential health effects from PAHs.90-92) 

4. Environmental tobacco smoke (ETS)

ETS, often referred to as secondhand smoke,

includes more than 4,000 chemical compounds,

many of which are carcinogenic, toxic, or irritating.

Nonsmokers can be exposed to ETS in homes,

workplaces, and public places. Musicians and

employees in bars, nightclubs, and lounges have

been exposed to high levels of ETS.93) The health

effects from exposure to ETS include developmental

disorders, respiratory symptoms, cardiovascular

diseases, and cancers.94) Scherer et al.
95,96) reported

that the uptake rates of tobacco smoke compounds

in each phase are significantly different and that

each phase affects biological intake measures

differently.

IV. Conclusions and Recommendations

Due to their low vapor pressure, semivolatile

aerosols have a substantial possibility of evaporative

loss during sampling. Factors affecting the degree

of evaporation include the semivolatile aerosol of

interest, mechanism of aerosol generation, sampling

methods used, temperature and humidity, number

of semivolatile compounds, and existence of other

particles. To evaluate semivolatile aerosol concen-

trations more accurately, these factors should be

considered during the planning and execution of

actual sampling. The control strategy should also

address the contaminant’s semivolatile characteristics.

Because the intake and uptake mechanisms of the

two phases are different, human exposures and

outcomes can vary significantly. Assessing each

phase separately is essential in order to fully

characterize exposure profiles of semivolatile

organic compound in workplaces.
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